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Toolkit
for businesses & event organisers

Help stop the virus.
Download the app today.
This toolkit is published to support changes to the Health
Protection (Coronavirus) (Requirements) (Scotland) Regulations 2021 which came into force at 5 am on Friday
1 October 2021.

This toolkit is aimed to help staff/volunteers who are
conducting inspections or checks. It will continue to be updated, as required, to improve usability and efficacy.

www.covidcheck.scot

Frequently Asked Questions
I’m having issues using the COVID Check app, what do I do?
Familiarise yourself with your employer’s contingency plan for
checks should the COVID Check app not work. This could be a
simple switch to visual checks.
If the COVID Check app does not work, please delete the application and reinstall it. You might need to update software on
your mobile device too. You can find more information at
www.covidcheck.scot
Can a member of the public download this app?
As the COVID Check app will be available in the Google or Apple
app store, a member of the public can or might download it.
Where can I get more information about the scheme?
Guidance and information is available on the Scottish Government website at:
www.gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-vaccinecertification-scheme-businesses-event-organisers/
Where can I get more information about the Check app?

What is in this guide?
Visual Checking

p 2-3

Information and examples about conducting visual checks, including notes on what official documents should look like and
what to do if nothing is presented.

Using the App for Scanning

p 4-7

Information and examples about scanning QR codes as a means
of checking vaccine status, including notes on what to do if
nothing is presented or the code is expired.

Vaccine Letter Security Features

p 8-9

Detailed list of security features on the Scotland Vaccine Status
official letters, including an example.

Exemptions

p 10-11

Information about exemptions from COVID-19
Vaccine Certification Scheme and the right to refuse entry.

Example Documents

p 12-19

Full-page official document examples that you are likely to need
to check.

Information and guidance is available at www.covidcheck.scot
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Visual Checking
What am I asking for?

COVID-19 vaccine certificate or proof of exemption.
What am I looking at?

It can be provided on a smartphone, tablet (via the app or PDF they
have downloaded) or a printed official document.
How do I know it is right?

For people using the NHS Scotland Status App, check that they have
had 2 doses (each dose has a separate QR code) and that the
‘aeroplane’ logo (international setting) or Saltire logo (domestic
setting) shimmers green when the phone is moved.

For people using official letters, check that the blue arrow fades (almost
to white) when pressed and that the document doesn’t say ‘COPY’.
(see page 8/9)

Some people may present a PDF that they have downloaded onto their
phone or printed at home. Check that the QR code hasn’t expired.
What do I do if nothing is presented?

Refuse entry to anyone not able to provide a valid COVID-19 vaccine
certificate or proof of their exemption. (see page 10/11 for exemptions)
What do I do if I am not satisfied with the certificate or evidence presented?

Premises should refuse entry to a person who has, upon request, failed
to present sufficient certification or evidence of exemption. You must
adhere to obligations under the Equality Act 2010.
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Larger examples are available on pages 10-17.
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Using the App
What am I asking for?

COVID-19 vaccine certificate.
What am I looking at?

The 2D barcode (QR code) can be provided on a smartphone, tablet or
a printed official document. The COVID status app is available for
individuals to use. The COVID Check app is for businesses to use .
How do I know it is right?

Scan the QR code using your smart-device. Any printed or PDF QR
code must be in date (expired codes are invalid). Original documents
will not have ’COPY’ on them. (see page 8/9)
To scan a customer’s app, either scan the second QR code on the
international setting, or scan the domestic QR code. A green tick will
show if it is valid. Verify the customer’s app is live and not a screenshot, by checking that the blue ‘aeroplane’ logo (international setting)
or ‘Saltire’ logo (domestic setting) shimmers green when the phone is
moved.
Please note: the domestic setting of the COVID status app (for
individuals) will be released week commencing 18 October. Until
then, you will be able to scan the international QR codes.
Will I need access to wi-fi to use the COVID check app?

The app works both in offline and online mode, both with or without
Wi-Fi. The app will need periodic access to the internet to download
updates to the security mechanism used to verify QR codes.
You can find more information at www.covidcheck.scot
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Using the App
What does it mean if I get an ‘expired’ message when I scan the customer’s QR
code?

If the message confirms the QR code has expired, you could ask the individual to generate a new QR code for you to scan. A new QR code
can be generated in the status app by dragging down on the screen.
This will require the individual to have an internet connection.
What does it mean if I get a ‘status invalid’ message when I scan the customer’s
QR code?

This message will be displayed if you have scanned an invalid QR code.
You should check you are scanning the QR code for the individual’s
second dose of their COVID vaccine.
What do I do if nothing is presented?

Refuse entry to anyone not able to provide a valid COVID-19 vaccine
certificate or proof of their exemption. (see page 10/11 for exemptions)
What do I do if I am not satisfied with the certificate or evidence presented?

Premises should refuse entry to a person who has, upon request, failed
to present sufficient certification or evidence of exemption. You must
adhere to obligations under the Equality Act 2010.
What if have problems with the app?

Visit www.covidcheck.scot for guidance on the COVID check app.
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Vaccine Letter Security Features
Details to look for:
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Void mark will say COPY if the document has been
photocopied.



Thermochromic ink (the blue arrow fades with heat,
almost to white. e.g. a finger is pressed on it)



Guilloche pattern (wavy lines) also known as
numismatic pattern, behind the vaccination
information



Micro text under barcode
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Exemptions
Businesses and event organisers should not refuse entry to those who
are exempt provided the individual can provide acceptable evidence, if
necessary. A negative COVID-19 test result cannot be accepted as an
alternative to evidence of vaccination.

Evidenced exemptions


People who cannot be vaccinated for medical reasons



Under 18s



Participants (past or present) in COVID-19 vaccine trial



The person responsible for the premises



Employees or volunteers working at event/venue



Emergency services responders and regulators carrying
out their work

What are the rights of the venue to refuse entry?
You should refuse entry to a person who, upon request,
fails to present sufficient certification or evidence of
exemption. You must adhere to obligations under the
Equality Act 2010.
Larger examples are available on pages 10-17.
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Example: Vaccination Status Letter (without code)
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Example: Vaccination Status Letter (with code)
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Example: Received vaccination elsewhere in the
United Kingdom and Crown Dependencies
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Example: Received vaccination elsewhere in the
United Kingdom and Crown Dependencies
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Example: Sample EU certificates of vaccination
(all EU vaccine certificates accepted)
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Example: Sample EU certificates of vaccination
(all EU vaccine certificates accepted)
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Example: Medical Exemption Letter

Example: Clinical Trial Letter
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